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Blessing for the Study of Torah 

 

 

 

Baruch atah, Adonai Eloheinu, Melech haolam, asher kid’shanu 

b’mitzvotav v’tzivanu laasok b’divrei Torah. 

 

Blessed are You, Adonai our God, Sovereign of all, who hallows us with mitzvot, 

commanding us to engage with words of Torah. 
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An Introduction to Jewish Mysticism 

 

 

I. Introduction 

 

• Our Journeys 

 

• The vision of the mystics: The Country Louse and the City Mouse 

 

• The faith of the mystics: The Rabbi of Nemirov 

 

 

II. A Mystic’s Questions 

 

• What is the nature of God? 

 

• How do I commune with God? 

 

• How did God create the world? 

 

• How does mystical faith call me to action? 

 

 

III. Visions of the Eternal: Mysticism of the Chariot – Mysticism of the Palace 

 

History.  This form of mysticism begins with images of God in the Torah.  It was 

prominent from the fall of the Second Temple in 70CE  

 

• Isaiah and Ezekiel 

 

• Mysticism of the Chariot - Merkabah and the Palace - Hekhalot 

 

• The Dangers of the Mystic’s Quest 

 

 

IV. Mysticism and Creation 

 

• The Kiss of Esau: The Power of Words in the Torah 

 

• Sefer Yetzirah: The Book of Creation 
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V. The Torah and Creation 

 

• Torah and Her True Meanings: “How to Look at Torah” 

 

 

VI. Divinity: Unity and Not Duality – All Being/Existence is God  

 

• Unity and Not Duality 

 

• The Challenge of a Mysticism and Unity of the Divine 

 

 

VII. The Sefirot 

 

 

VIII. The Wonder of Zohar:  The Hidden Light 

 

 

IX. Mysticism, Faith, and Action: Classical Visions 

 

 

X. Mysticism, Faith, and Action: Modern Mystics/ A Life of Wonder 
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Visions of the Eternal - Torah 

 

Isaiah 6 (740 BCE and c. 686 BCE) 

In the year that King Uzziah died, I beheld my Lord seated on a high and lofty throne; and the 

skirts of His robe filled the Temple. 2Seraphs stood 

in attendance on Him. Each of them had six wings: 

with two he covered his face, with two he covered 

his legs, and with two he would fly. 

 

 3And one would call to the other,  

“Holy, holy, holy!  

The LORD of Hosts!  

His presence fills all the earth!”  

 
4The doorposts would shake at the sound of the one who called, and the House kept filling with 

smoke. 5I cried,  

“Woe is me; I am lost!  

For I am a man -of unclean lips-  

And I live among a people of unclean lips; 

Yet my own eyes have beheld  

The King LORD of Hosts.”  

 
6Then one of the seraphs flew over to me with a live coal, which he had 

taken from the altar with a pair of tongs. 7He touched it to my lips and 

declared,  

 

“Now that this has touched your lips,  

Your guilt shall depart  

And your sin be purged away.”  
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Ezekiel (622-570 BCE) 

 

In the thirtieth year, on the fifth day of the fourth month, when I was 

in the community of exiles by the Chebar Canal, the heavens opened 

and I saw visions of God. 2On the fifth day of the month—it was the 

fifth year of the exile of King Jehoiachin—3the word of the LORD 

came to the priest Ezekiel son of Buzi, by the Chebar Canal, in the 

land of the Chaldeans. And the hand of the LORD came upon him 

there. 

 
4I looked, and lo, a stormy wind came sweeping out of the north—a huge cloud and flashing fire, 

surrounded by a radiance; and in the center of it, in the center of the fire, a gleam as of amber. 5In 

the center of it were also the figures of four creatures. And this was their appearance:  

 

They had the figures like a man. 6However, each had four faces, and each of them had four 

wings; 7the legs of each were [fused into] a single rigid leg, and the feet of each were like a 

single calf’s hoof; and their sparkle was like the luster of burnished bronze. 8They had human 

hands below their wings. The four of them had their faces and their wings on their four sides. 
9Each one’s wings touched those of the other. They did not turn when they moved; each could 

move in the direction of any of its faces. 

 
10Each of them had a man’s face [at the front]; each of the four had the face of a lion on the right; 

each of the four had the face of an ox on the left; and each of the four had the face of an eagle [at 

the back]. … 

 
15As I gazed on the creatures, I saw one wheel on the ground next to each of the four-faced 

creatures. 16As for the appearance and structure of the wheels, they gleamed like beryl. … 

 
22Above the heads of the creatures was a form: an expanse, with an 

awe-inspiring gleam as of crystal, was spread out above their heads. 
23Under the expanse, each had one pair of wings extended toward 

those of the others; … 26Above the expanse over their heads was the 

semblance of a throne, in appearance like sapphire; and on top, 

upon this semblance of a throne, there was the semblance of a 

human form. 27From what appeared as his loins up, I saw a gleam as 

of amber—what looked like a fire encased in a frame; and from what appeared as his loins down, 

I saw what looked like fire. There was a radiance all about him. 28Like the appearance of the bow 

which shines in the clouds on a day of rain, such was the appearance of the surrounding radiance. 

That was the appearance of the semblance of the Presence of the LORD. When I beheld it, I 

flung myself down on my face. And I heard the voice of someone speaking. 

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=elijah+chariot+throne+of+god&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=fY-UztIiSGdyBM&tbnid=-YGS7juyTtgfBM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://www.heavenlyascents.com/2010/07/31/he-took-up-the-mantle-of-elijah-ot-lesson-29/&ei=t4wOUe3JD-bk2wXhpYGQCQ&psig=AFQjCNHDGDlwP3CE6M-iS6fRqEzNwUc1Iw&ust=1359994354576943
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Mysticism of the Chariot - Merkabah and the Palace - Hekhalot 

 

 

3 Enoch: Chapter 1 (5th Century) 

 

INTRODUCTION: 

 

Rabbi Ishmael ascends to heaven to witness the vision of the Merkaba (chariot).  

He is given to Metatron 

 

AND ENOCH WALKED WITH GOD: AND HE WAS NOT; 

FOR GOD TOOK HIM. 

 
1I ascended on high to witness the vision of the Merkaba (the divine chariot) and I had 

entered the six Halls, which were situated within one another.  

 

The halls were in concentric circles, one within the other. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
2As soon as I reached the door of the Seventh Hall I stood still in prayer before the Holy 

One, blessed be He. I lifted up my eyes on high towards the Divine Majesty and I said: 
3"Lord of the Universe, I pray you, that the worthiness of Aaron, the son of Amram, who 

loves and pursues peace, and who received the crown of priesthood from Your Glory on 

Mount Sinai, be upon me in this hour, so that Khafsiel, (Qafsiel) the prince, and the 

angels with him may not overcome (overpower) me nor cast me down from the heavens."  

 

Qafsiel or Qaphsiel is an angel of a high order set to guard the seventh hall of heaven 

 
4At that moment the Holy One, blessed be He, sent Metatron, his Servant, also called 

Ebed, to me. He is the angel, the Prince of the Presence. With great joy he spread his 

wings as he came to meet me in order to save me from their hand. 5And by his hand he 

took me so that they could see us, and he said to me: "Enter in peace before the high and 

exalted King and see the picture of Merkaba (chariot)." 
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The Dangers of the Mystical Quest – Babylonian Talmud Chagigah 14b (ca. 500) 

 

 

The Sages taught: An incident [occurred] involving Rabban Yoḥanan ben Zakkai, who was 

riding on a donkey and was traveling along the way, and his student, Rabbi Elazar ben Arakh, 

was riding a donkey behind him.  

 

[Rabbi Elazar] said to him: My teacher, teach me one chapter in the Design of the [Divine] 

Chariot.  

 

He said to him: [Have] I not taught you: And one may not [expound the Design of the Divine 

Chariot] to an individual, unless he is a Sage who understands on his own accord?  

 
[Rabbi Elazar] said to him: My teacher, allow me to say before you one thing that you taught me. [In other words, he humbly requested to recite 

before him his own understanding of this issue.] 

 

He said to him: Speak. Immediately, Rabban Yoḥanan ben Zakkai alighted from the donkey, and wrapped [his head in his cloak in a manner of 

reverence,] and sat on a stone under an olive tree.  

 

[Rabbi Elazar] said to him: My teacher, for what reason did you alight from the donkey?  

 

He said: [Is it] possible that [while] you are expounding the Design of the [Divine] Chariot, and the Divine Presence is with us, and the 

ministering angels are accompanying us, that I should ride on a donkey?  
 

***** 
 

The Sages taught: Four entered the orchard [pardes], [i.e., dealt with the loftiest secrets of 

Torah,] and they are as follows: Ben Azzai; and ben Zoma; Aḥer, [the other, a name for Elisha 

ben Avuya;] and Rabbi Akiva.  

 

Rabbi Akiva, [the senior among them,] said to them: When, [upon your arrival in the upper 

worlds,] you reach pure marble stones, do not say: Water, water, [although they appear to be 

water,] because it is stated: “He who speaks falsehood shall not be established before My eyes” 

(Psalms 101:7).  [The Gemara proceeds to relate what happened to each of them:]  

 

Ben Azzai glimpsed [at the Divine Presence] and died. And with regard to him the verse states: 

“Precious in the eyes of the Lord is the death of His pious ones” (Psalms 116:15).  

 

Ben Zoma glimpsed [at the Divine Presence] and was harmed, [i.e., he lost his mind.] And with 

regard to him the verse states: “Have you found honey? Eat as much as is sufficient for you, lest 

you become full from it and vomit it” (Proverbs 25:16).  

 

Aḥer chopped down the shoots [of saplings. In other words, he became a heretic.]  

 

Rabbi Akiva came out safely.  
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Mysticism and Creation 

 

 

The Kiss of Esau: The Power of Words in the Torah 

 
1Jacob lifted his eyes and saw, and behold, Esau was 

coming, and with him were four hundred men; so he 

divided the children with Leah and with Rachel and with 

the two maidservants. 

  

ֹו מּ֕ א ְועִּ ו ב ָּ֔ ֵּ֣ ֵנֵּ֣ה ֵעש  יו ַוַיְר֙א ְוהִּ ב ֵעינ ָ֗ ֲעק ֹ֜ א ַיַֽ ש ָּׂ֨ ע   ַויִּ ַאְרַבַּ֥

ל  ֵחָּ֔ ֙ה ְוַעל־ר  ים ַעל־ֵלא  דִָּ֗ יׁש ַוַיֵַּ֣חץ ֶאת־ַהְיל  ִ֑ ֵמ֖אֹות אִּ

ֹות: חַֽ י ַהְשפ  ל ְׁשֵתַּ֥  ְוַע֖

2And he placed the maidservants and their children first 

and Leah and her children after, and Rachel and her 

Joseph last. 

  

ִ֑ה ְוֶאת־ נ  אׁש  ַֽ ן רִּ ֛חֹות ְוֶאת־ַיְלֵדיֶה֖ ֶָּ֧שם ֶאת־ַהְשפ  ַוי 

ף   ל ְוֶאת־יֹוֵס֖ ֵחַּ֥ ים ְוֶאת־ר  נִָּּ֔ ֲחר  יה ֙ ַאַֽ ֶדָּׂ֨ יל  ַֽ ה וִּ ָ֤ ֵלא 

ֲחר   ים: ַאַֽ ַֽ  נִּ

3And he went ahead of them and prostrated himself to 

the ground seven times, until he came close to his 

brother. 

  

בַ  ֙ה ֶׁשֵּ֣ ְרצ  חּו ַאָּׂ֨ ְׁשַתָ֤ ם ַויִּ ְפֵניֶהִ֑ ר לִּ ַבֵּ֣ ים  ְ֖הּוא ע  מִָּּ֔ ע ְפע 

יו:  ַֽ חִּ ְׁש֖תֹו ַעד־א   ַעד־גִּ

4And Esau ran toward him and embraced him, and he 

fell on his neck and kissed him, and they wept. 
  

אתֹ֙ו ַוְיַחבְ  ְקר  ו לִּ ָ֤ ץ ֵעש  ר  ל ַוי ָּׂ֨ פ ַּ֥ הּו ַויִּ ַעל־ֵקָּ֔

יו ֖ ּו:  כתיב צוארו () ַצּו אר  ְבכַֽ ּו  ַויִּ ה  ִ֑ ק ֵ ׁש    ַֹוי ִּ

   

***** 

 

And he embraced him – His compassion was moved when he saw him (Jacob) prostrating himself 

with all these prostrations- and he kissed him- marked with dots over every letter.  

 

There is a difference of opinion in this matter in a Baraitha of Sifre. Some interpreted this marking 

of dots to mean that he did not kiss him wholeheartedly Rabbi Simeon ben Yohai said, “it is 

tradition well known that Esau hated Jacob; however, his compassion was moved at that moment 

and he kissed him wholeheartedly. (B.R.)  Rashi 

 

 

 

https://www.chabad.org/library/bible_cdo/aid/8228#v1
https://www.chabad.org/library/bible_cdo/aid/8228#v2
https://www.chabad.org/library/bible_cdo/aid/8228#v3
https://www.chabad.org/library/bible_cdo/aid/8228#v4
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Sefer Yetzirah: The Book of Creation (Date unknown possibly 2nd century) 

 

Chapter 1 

1. In thirty-two most occult and wonderful paths of wisdom did Yah the Lord of Hosts engrave 

his name: God of the armies of Israel (Tzevaot Elohai Yisrael), ever-living God (Elohim Hayim), 

merciful and gracious (v’Melekh Olam), sublime, dwelling on high (El Shaddai), who inhabiteth 

eternity. He created this universe by the three derivatives: Writing (SePHeR) Numbers 

(SePHoR), and Speech (SiPuR). 

2.Ten are the numbers, as are the Sefirot, and twenty-two the letters [of the Hebrew alphabet], 

these are the Foundation of all things. Of these letters, three are 'mothers', seven are 'double', and 

twelve are 'simple'. 

Chapter 2 

1. The foundations are the twenty-two letters, three 'mothers', seven 'double', and twelve 'single 

letters'. Three 'mothers', namely Aleph, Mem, Shin, represent Air, Water, and Fire: Aleph mute 

as Water, Shin hissing as Fire, and Mem as air of a spiritual type, is as balance, standing erect 

between them and pointing out the equilibrium which exists, speaking. 

2. He hath formed, weighed, transmuted, composed, and created with these twenty-two letters 

every living being, and every soul yet uncreated. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 4 

1. (There were formed seven 'double' letters: Bet [b/v], Gimel [g/j], Dalet [d/dh], Kaph [k/kh], Pe 

[p/ph], Resh [r/rr], Tav [t/th], each has two voices, either aspirated or softened. These are the 

foundations of Life, Peace, Riches, Beauty or Reputation, Wisdom, Fruitfulness, and Power. 

These are double, because their opposites take part in life, opposed to Life is Death; to Peace, 

War; to Riches, Poverty; to Beauty or Reputation, Deformity or Disrepute; to Wisdom, 

Ignorance; to Fruitfulness, Sterility; to Power, Slavery. 
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Micrography 
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The Essence of Torah: “How to Look at Torah”: Zohar 2:176a-b (13th Century) 

 

Rabbi Shim'on said 

 

"Woe to the human being who says that Torah presents mere 

stories and ordinary words! 

If so, we could compose a Torah right now with ordinary  

words  

and better than all of them!  

To present matters of the world? 

Even rulers of the world possess words more sublime. 

If so, let us follow them and make a Torah out of them! 

Ah, but all the words of Torah are sublime words, sublime  

secrets! 

 

“Come and see: 

The world above and the world below are perfectly balanced: 

Israel below, the angels above. 

Of the angels it is written: 'He makes His angels spirits' (Psalms 104:4) 

But when they descend, they put on the garment of this  

world.  

If they did not put on a garment befitting this world, 

they could not endure in this world  

and the world could not endure them. 

 

If this is so with the angels how much more so with Torah, 

who created them and all the worlds  

and for whose sake they all exist!  

In descending to this world,  

if she did not put on the garments of this world, 

the world could not endure. 

 

So this story of Torah is the garment of Torah.  

Whoever thinks that the garment is the real Torah 

and not something else—  may his spirit deflate! 

He will have no portion in the world that is coming. 

That is why David said:  

Open my eyes  so I can see wonders out of Your Torah!' 

(Psalms 119:18),  

what is under the garment of Torah! 
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Come and see; 

There is a garment visible to all. 

When those fools see someone in a good-looking garment 

 they look no further, 

But the essence of the garment is the body; the essence of the 

body is the soul! 

So it is with Torah.  

She has a body:  

the commandments of Torah,  

called 'the embodiment of Torah.' 

This body is clothed in garments:  

the stories of this world. 

 

Fools of the world look only at that garment,  

the story of Torah;  

they know nothing more. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

They do not look at what is under that garment.  

Those who know more do not look at the garment, 

but rather at the body under that garment.  

The wise ones, servants of the King on high,  

those who stood at Sinai,  

look only At the soul, root of all, real Torah! 

 In the time to come they are destined to look at the soul of  

the soul of Torah! 
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Come and see: So it is above, 

There is garment and body and soul and soul of soul. 

The heavens and their host are the garment.  

The Communion of Israel is the body, 

who receives the soul, the Beauty of Israel. 

So She is the body of the soul. 

The soul we have mentioned is the Beauty of Israel who is real Torah. 

The soul of the soul is the Holy Ancient One.  

All is connected, this one to that one. 

 

Woe to the wicked who say that Torah is merely a story!  

They look at this garment and no further.  

Happy are the righteous who look at Torah properly! 

As wine must sit in a jar, so Torah must sit in this garment.  

So look only at what is under the garment! 

 So all those words and all those stories— they are garments!" 
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Oneness: God and Mysticism 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 World 

Medieval Mysticism 

World 

 

Isaiah and Ezekiel 

GOD 

GOD World 

World 
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Oneness: The Essence of the Shema - Sefat Emet - Rabbi Judah Leib Alter of Ger (1847-1904) 

 

The proclamation of oneness that we declare each day in saying “Hear O Israel,” and so forth, 

needs to be understood as it truly is.  That which is entirely clear to me … based on the holy 

writings of great kabbalists, I am obligated to reveal to you … the meaning of “Y-H-W-H” is not 

that He is the only God, negating other gods (though this too is true!), but the meaning is deeper 

than that: there is no being other than Him.  (This is true) even though it seems otherwise to most 

people … everything that exists in the world, spiritual and physical, is God Himself.  

 

Ehyeh: A Kabbalah for Tomorrow, by Arthur Green.  He introduces the passage 

as follows: 

 

Many of the Torah interpretations offered in that work turn to the essential 

themes of mysticism: seeing beyond the surface, the nearness of God, and the 

oneness of all existence.  But nowhere in all those teachings does the teacher 

speak quite so directly as he did in a letter to his children and grandchildren, tell 

them the meaning of the Shema’ (“Hear O Israel”) and the reason we recite it 

every day. 

 

 

Nonduality – Shi’ur Qomah – Rabbi Moshe Cordovero (16th Century) 

 

THE ESSENCE of divinity is found in every single thing—nothing but it exists. Since it causes 

every thing to be, no thing can live by anything else. It enlivens them; its existence exists in each 

existent.  

 

Do not attribute duality to God. Let God be solely God. If you suppose that Ein Sof emanates until 

a certain point, and that from that point on is outside of it, you have dualized. Realize, rather, that 

Ein Sof exists in each existent. Do not say, “This is a stone and not God.” Rather, all existence is 

God, and the stone is a thing pervaded by divinity1. 

 

 

 

 

  

 
1 Matt, Daniel C.. The Essential Kabbalah: The Heart of Jewish Mysticism (p. 24). HarperCollins.  
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The Eternal is Within and Beyond Us - Liqqutim Yeqarim - Rabbi Pinhas of Korets (1864) 

 

Consider that the blessed Creator fills the whole world with glory. God's Shekhinah (inner 

presence) is ever with me, subtle as can be. God is ruler over all things in the world, and could 

bring about all that I desire. Therefore it is right that I trust only in God.  

 

Be joyous always, having full faith that the Shekhinah is ever with you, guarding you. The blessed 

Creator is present in every one of your limbs. You are looking at God as God is looking at you. 

God can do anything God wants, even destroying all the worlds in a single moment and re-creating 

them in another. All forces, both good and ill, are rooted in God; everything contains the divine 

flow and life-force. I trust and fear only the blessed God2.  

 

The Ocean and the Waves – The Book of Miracles – Rabbi Lawrence Kushner 

In the first tractate of the Talmud, Rabbi Shimi considers what King David meant in the 

Book of Psalms (103:1) when he said, “Bless the Lord, O my soul.”   

 

King David must have been referring to his innermost self.  Just as God fills the whole 

world, so the self fills the body.  Just as God sees but is not seen, so the self sees, but is 

not seen.  Just as God nourishes the whole world, so the self nourishes the whole body.  

Just as God dwells in the innermost part of each everything, so the self dwells in the 

innermost part of each person. (Berachot 10a).  This does not mean that God is the 

universe or that we are God.  Rather, God is the Self of the universe. 

 

Professor Richard Rubinstein once tried to explain God by saying that God is like the 

ocean and we are like waves.  The waves seem to be separate from the ocean, rising and 

falling on their own.  But though they seem to be separate, the waves are made of the 

ocean and never exist apart from it.  Of course, the ocean is more than the total of all of 

the waves, but we can still learn a lot about it from watching the waves.  In the same way, 

we learn most of what we know about God from people3. 

  

 
2 Liqqutim Yeqarim is an anthology of Chasidic teachings.  The Chasidic movement began in the early 1700’s.  A 

fundamental belief is that God’s presence pervades the world.  They often Isaiah, “The fullness of the earth is God’s 

glory,” and Psalm 16, “I place God before me always.”  The chasid, or pious person, trains his or her awareness to 

see God continually.  God is in every part of nature, every Mitzvah (sacred act) and God’s spirit pervades our 

bodies.  Through this awareness, the early Chasidim would seek to serve God with joy. 

 
3The Book of Miracles: A Young Person’s Guide to Jewish Spirituality by Rabbi Lawrence Kushner.  pp. 63-65. 
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All Things Are Connected - The Book of Miracles – Rabbi Lawrence Kushner 

 

Each generation is linked to the next by its actions. We depend on those who came before us, just 

as someday our children will depend on us. For this reason, all the generations are connected to 

one another. In the same way generations are linked, we are also connected to all the people 

around us.  

 

When the children of Israel wandered in the wilderness, they carried a portable temple called the 

mishkan, the wilderness tabernacle. When the work of the mishkan was finally completed, the 

Torah says that “the tabernacle was ‘one.’” (Exodus 36:13) Rabbi Mordecai Yosef of the Polish 

town, Ishbitz, thought that this was an odd thing to say about a building. Perhaps, he suggested, 

the Torah is not telling us something about the building but about its builders and how they 

worked.  

 

While building the mishkan, all the children of Israel worked as a team. Each person, 

contributing only one small part, felt as important as every other person. After the mishkan was 

completed, they saw how their individual tasks fit together, as if one person had constructed the 

whole thing. Realizing how they had depended on one another, they understood that the 

tabernacle was ‘one.’ Even the person who made the Holy Ark itself realized that he was no 

more important than the person who made only the courtyard tent pegs.  

 

We are joined therefore, not only to people who have lived long before us and who will live after 

we have died, but to people now living, to people we do not know. Invisible lines of depending 

are everywhere, as if millions of glistening threads tie us to the universe and the universe to us. 

Nothing is ever detached, alone. We are all parts of one great living organism.  

 

Martin Buber, the great Jewish philosopher who taught in Germany and later in Israel, believed 

that nothing was more important than the relationship between two people. They can be 

members of the same family or sometimes even complete strangers. When two individuals 

realize that they depend on one another, that they are connected to one another, that they have a 

relationship with one another, then they have come closer to God. Buber imagined that the 

invisible lines of relation which joined them to one another also joined them to God.  

 

We are all joined to one another, and that “all-joinedtogetherness” is an important part of God. 

When we say the Shema, that God is One, we are saying that everything and everyone is 

connected. And the more we look at our world, the more we realize that it is made according to a 

master plan, a blueprint4. 

 

 

  

 
4The Book of Miracles: A Young Person’s Guide to Jewish Spirituality by Rabbi Lawrence Kushner 
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Jewish Mysticism and the Challenge of Good and Evil 

 

 

Mysticism thinks of the entire world as God.  Hasidic thinkers introduce two concepts to 

confront the problem of evil.  The first concept is “Katnut: Diminished Consciousness,” and 

“Gadlut: Expanded Consciousness.”  Events that we think of as evil actually contain the 

Presence of God.  We need to look beyond the superficial impression that and action is bad and 

see that in the greater reality of the world in fact all actions are good and from God.  

 

The Baal Shem Tov taught that God is actually hidden within all evil and 

suffering, but that God only hides when people do not realize that God is there … 

Ultimately, there is no barrier between God and people except that of our own 

making, and if one succeeds in removing this barrier, then all evil is revealed to 

be an illusion5. 
 

***** 
 

Basically, our pain from the anguish, suffering, and ordeals we experience, 

heaven forbid, is solely because we are diminished in mind, so that we do not 

consider the ultimate purpose, which is wholly good.  For if we consider the 

purpose, we would realize that our sufferings are not evils at all but great goods6. 

  

A second idea is “Machshavot Zarot: Stranger Thoughts.”  This concept suggests that when we 

experience a thought which will lead us to an evil action, we should “befriend” the thought and 

strive to elevate it to good.  Similarly, if we think of someone as completely wicked, we should 

find one good quality and nurture that quality so the person will become good.  This text 

illustrates the idea: 

 

One must believe that “the whole world is filled with [God’s] presence” (Isaiah 

6:3) as [as we learn from Tikkunei Zohar] that “there is no place empty of [God].”  

All human thoughts have within them the reality of God … When a strange or 

evil thought arises in a person’s mind while he is engaging in prayer, it is coming 

to that person to be repaired and elevated7. 

 
5Rabbi Aryeh Kaplan from The Hasidic Masters and Their Teachings quoted by Lawrence Kushner, Eyes Remade 

for Wonder p. 71. 

 
6R. Nachman of Bratslav, Likkuei Moharan, Savlanut, no. 4 From The Religious Thought of Hasidim: Text and 

Commentary, edited by Norman Lamm. 

 
7 The Source.  Daniel Matt, Hasidic Texts with Prefatory Notes quoted by Lawrence Kushner, Eyes Remade for 

Wonder p. 71. 
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The Kaddish of Rabbi Levi Yitzhak 

 

 

Good morning to You, Lord, Master of the universe, 

I, Levi Yitzhak, son of Sarah of Berdichev, 

I come to You with a Din Torah from Your people Israel. 

 

What do You want of Your people Israel? 

What have You demanded of Your people Israel? 

 

For everywhere I look it says, "Say to the Children of Israel." 

And every other verse says, "Speak to the Children of Israel." 

And over and over, "Command the Children of Israel." 

Father, sweet Father in heaven, 

How many nations are there in the world? 

 

[ a tremor passed through the auditorium,  

scattered sighs and muffled sobs were heard. And when he began to thunder:] 

 

Persians, Babylonians, Edomites. 

The Russians, what do they say? 

That their Czar is the only ruler. 

The Prussians, what do they say? 

That their Kaiser is supreme. 

And the English, what do they say? 

That George the Third is sovereign. 

 

And I, Levi Yitzhak, son of Sarah of Berdichev, say, 

"Yisgadal v 'yiskadash shmei raboh- 

Magnified and sanctified is Thy Name." 

 

And I, Levi Yitzhak, son of Sarah of Berdichev, say, 

"From my stand I will not waver, 

And from my place I shall not move 

Until there be an end to all this. 

Yisgadal v'yiskadash shmei rabok- 

Magnified and sanctified is only Thy Name. 
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The Sefirot 

 

 

Ein Sof and the Sefirot: Or Ne’erav - Rabbi Moshe Cordovero (16th Century) 

 

At the very beginning, Ein Sof emanated the subtle emanation, namely, ten sefirot—noetic 

forms—from its essence, uniting with it. ... 

 

 Before these qualities emanated, they were utterly concealed within Ein Sof, utterly united with 

it. No image can be applied to them—not even a point; rather, they were united with it.  

 

Afterward, Ein Sof emanated one point from itself, one emanation. This is Keter, called Ayin, 

Nothingness, on account of its extreme subtlety, its cleaving to its source, such that being cannot 

be posited of it.  

 

From Keter a second point emanated in a second revelation. This is Hokhmah (Wisdom), called 

Yesh, Being, for it is the beginning of revelation and existence. It is called yesh me-ayin, “being 

from nothingness.” Because it is the beginning of being and not being itself, it required a third 

point to reveal what exists. This is Binah (Understanding). 

 

From these three sefirot emerged the six dimensions of providence, the sefirot from Hesed 

(Love) and below.  

 

First, Hesed from Hokhmah; then Gevurah (Power) emanated from Binah; then Tif’eret (Beauty) 

emanated from Keter. The revelation of all three of these came about through Binah, but the 

essential roots of Hesed and Tif’eret derived from Hokhmah and Keter respectively. 

 

Hidden within these three were Netsah (Eternity), Hod (Splendor), and Yesod (Foundation). 

Netsah was revealed from Hesed, Hod from Gevurah, and Yesod from Tif’eret. Malkhut 

(Kingdom) emanated along with the six dimensions8. 

  

 
8 Matt, Daniel C.. The Essential Kabbalah: The Heart of Jewish Mysticism (pp. 40-41). HarperCollins. 
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Creation and Tikkun Olam – Joel Grishaver 
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Creation and Tikkun Olam: Rabbi Isaac Luria9 

 

Tsimtsum and Shevirah: Withdrawal and Shattering10 

WHEN THE supernal emanator wished to create this material universe, it withdrew its presence. 

At first Ein Sof filled everything. Now, still, even an inanimate stone is illuminated by it; 

otherwise the stone could not exist at all—it would disintegrate. The illumination of Ein Sof 

clothes itself in garment upon garment.  

At the beginning of creation, when Ein Sof withdrew its presence all around in 

every direction, it left a vacuum in the middle, surrounded on all sides by the 

light of Ein Sof, empty precisely in the middle.  

The light withdrew like water in a pond displaced by a stone. When a stone is dropped in a pond, 

the water at that spot does not disappear—it merges with the rest. So the withdrawn light 

converged beyond, and in the middle remained a vacuum.  

… the emanator relumined the mass with a ray of the light withdrawn at first—not all of 

the light, because if it had all returned, the original state would have been restored, 

which was not the intention.  

To fashion pottery, the potter first takes an unformed mass of clay and then puts his hand inside 

the mass to shape it. So the supernal emanator put its hand into the amorphous mass, that is, a ray 

of light returned from above. As this light began to enter the mass, vessels were formed.  

From the purest light, Keter; next, Hokhmah; then, Binah; and so on through all ten sefirot. Since 

Keter was the purest and clearest of all the vessels, it could bear the light within it, but Hokhmah 

and Binah, though more translucent than those below, were not like Keter. Not having its 

capacity, their backs broke, and they fell from their position.  

… Their spiritual essence—the light—ascended back to the mother’s womb, 

while the shattered vessels fell to the world of creation. When the light emanated 

once again—regenerated, arrayed anew— it extended only to the end of the world 

of emanation. “Emanation” denotes this extension of the light of Ein Sof during 

the time of regeneration.  

 

 
9 Rabbi Isaac Luria, Jerusalem, Cario, Safed. 1534ca – July 25, 1572 
10 Hayyim Vital (sixteenth-seventeenth centuries), “On the World of Emanation,” in Liqqutim Hadashim (Jerusalem: 

Mevaqqeshei ha-Shem, 1985), 17–23. Matt, Daniel C.. The Essential Kabbalah: The Heart of Jewish Mysticism. HarperCollins.  
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Traces11 

 

TRACES OF the light adhered to the shards of the shattered vessels. This may be 

compared to a vessel full of oil. If it breaks and the oil spills out, a bit of the liquid 

adheres to the shards in the form of drops.  

Likewise in our case, a few sparks of light adhered. When the shards descended to the 

bottom of the world of actualization, they were transformed into the four elements—

fire, air, water, and earth—from which evolved the stages of mineral, vegetable, animal, 

and human. When these materialized, some of the sparks remained hidden within the 

varieties of existence. You should aim to raise those sparks hidden throughout the 

world, elevating them to holiness by the power of your soul. 

 

Renewal12 

AN EPIPHANY enables you to sense creation not as something completed, but as constantly 

becoming, evolving, ascending. This transports you from a place where there is nothing new to a 

place where there is nothing old, where everything renews itself, where heaven and earth rejoice 

as at the moment of Creation. 

 

  

 
11HarperCollins. Israel Sarug (sixteenth-seventeenth centuries), Limmudei Atsilut (Munkacs, 1897), 4d; see Scholem, Sabbatai 

Sevi. 40–41. Matt, Daniel C.. The Essential Kabbalah: The Heart of Jewish Mysticism 

 
12 Abraham Isaac Kook (twentieth century), Orot ha-Qodesh. 2:517. Matt, Daniel C.. The Essential Kabbalah: The Heart of 

Jewish Mysticism. HarperCollins.  
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Practical Tikkun Olam: The Jigsaw Puzzle - Honey from the Rock13–Rabbi Lawrence Kushner 

 

 

There must have been a time when you entered a room 

and met someone and after a while you understood that 

unknown to either of you there was a reason you had 

met. You had changed the other or he had changed you. 

By some word or deed or just by your presence the 

errand had been completed. Then perhaps you were a 

little bewildered or humbled and grateful. And it was 

over.  

 

Each lifetime is the pieces of a jigsaw puzzle.  

For some there are more pieces.  

For others the puzzle is more difficult to assemble.  

Some seem to be born with a nearly completed puzzle.  

And so it goes.  

Souls going this way and that  

Trying to assemble the myriad parts.  

 

But know this. No one has within themselves  

All the pieces to their puzzle.  

Like before the days when they used to seal jigsaw puzzles in cellophane. Insuring that  

All the pieces were there. 

Everyone carries with them at least one and probably  

Many pieces to someone else’s puzzle.  

Sometimes they know it.  

Sometimes they don’t.  

 

And when you present your piece 

Which is worthless to you,  

To another, whether you know it or not,  

Whether they know it or not,  

You are a messenger from the Most High. 

 

 
13 Kushner, Rabbi Lawrence. Honey from the Rock: An Easy Introduction to Jewish Mysticism. Turner Publishing 

Company. Kindle Edition. 
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Mysticism, Faith and Action 

 

 

The Journey of the Soul – Sefer ha-Mishqal – Moses de Leon (13th century) 

 

THE PURPOSE of the soul entering this body is to display her powers and actions in this world, 

for she needs an instrument. By descending to this world, she increases the flow of her power to 

guide the human being through the world. Thereby she perfects herself above and below, 

attaining a higher state by being fulfilled in all dimensions. If she is not fulfilled both above and 

below, she is not complete.  

 

Before descending to this world, the soul is emanated from the mystery of the highest level. 

While in this world, she is completed and fulfilled by this lower world. Departing this world, she 

is filled with the fullness of all the worlds, the world above and the world below.  

 

At first, before descending to this world, the soul is imperfect; she is lacking something. By 

descending to this world, she is perfected in every dimension14. 

 

 

Bringing Forth the Sparks – Rabbi Isaac Luria - a kavvanah (spiritual “intention”) recorded 

by Joseph Don Don, ca. 1570; 

 

YOU CAN mend the cosmos by anything you do—even eating. Do not imagine that God wants 

you to eat for mere pleasure or to fill your belly. No, the purpose is mending.  

 

Sparks of holiness intermingle with everything in the world, even inanimate objects. By saying a 

blessing before you enjoy something, your soul partakes spiritually. This is food for the soul. As 

the Torah states: “One does not live on bread alone, but rather on all that issues from the mouth 

of God.” Not just the physical, but the spiritual—the holy sparks, springing from the mouth of 

God. Like the soul herself, breathed into us by God.  

 

So when you are about to eat bread, say the motsi: “Blessed are you, YHVH our God, sovereign 

of the world, who brings forth bread from the earth.” Then by eating, you bring forth sparks that 

cleave to your soul.15 

 

  

 
14 Matt, Daniel C.. The Essential Kabbalah: The Heart of Jewish Mysticism (p. 148). HarperCollins 
15 Matt, Daniel C.. The Essential Kabbalah: The Heart of Jewish Mysticism (p. 149). HarperCollins 
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Raising the Sparks - Orot ha-Qodesh - Rabbi Abraham Isaac Kook (20th century) 

 

WE CONSTANTLY aspire to raise the holy sparks. We know that the potent energy of the 

divine ideal—the splendor at the root of existence—has not yet been revealed and actualized in 

the world around us. Yet the entire momentum of being approaches that ideal.  

 

The ideal ripens within our spirit as we ascend. As we become aware of the ideal, absorbing it 

from the abundance beyond bounded existence, we revive and restore all the fragments that we 

gather from life—from every motion, every force, every dealing, every sensation, every 

substance, trivial or vital. The scattered light stammers in the entirety, mouthing solitary 

syllables that combine into a dynamic song of creation. Sprinkling, then flowing, this light of life 

is suffused with holy energy.  

 

We raise these scattered sparks and arrange them into worlds, constructed within us, in our 

private and social lives. In proportion to the sparks we raise, our lives are enriched. Everything 

accords with how we act. The higher the aspiration, the greater the action; the deeper the insight, 

the higher the aspiration16. 

 

 

Holy Pleasure - Ammud ha-Avodah  - Barukh ben Abraham of Kosov (18th century),  

 

 

I ONCE heard a chaste man bemoaning the fact that sexual union is inherently pleasurable. He 

preferred that there be no physical pleasure at all, so that he could unite with his wife solely to 

fulfill the command of his Creator: “Be fruitful and multiply.”  

 

What he said helped me understand a saying of our rabbis, may their memory be a blessing: 

“One should hallow oneself during sexual union.” I took this to mean that one should sanctify 

one’s thought by eliminating any intention of feeling physical pleasure. One should bemoan the 

fact that pleasurable sensation is inherent to this act. If only it were not so!  

 

Sometime later, God favored me with a gift of grace, granting me understanding of the essence 

of sexual holiness. The holiness derives precisely from feeling the pleasure. This secret is 

wondrous, deep, and awesome17. 

 

 

  

 
16 Matt, Daniel C.. The Essential Kabbalah: The Heart of Jewish Mysticism (p. 152). 
17 Matt, Daniel C.. The Essential Kabbalah: The Heart of Jewish Mysticism (p. 157). HarperCollins 
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Modern Mysticism – NeoHasidim 

 

 

“I THESE ARE THE THINGS A SHOULD DO TO LIVE BY THEM” 

Or 

A SIMPLE SERIOUS JUDAISM FOR TODAY'S SEEKER 

 

Rabbi Art Green 

 

 

1. Know that all of life is holy, all exists within the One. There is no time or place in 

which God's presence cannot be found. Meditate on this each day. Think about it at 

home, while commuting, at work, and back at home. 

 

2. Take responsibility for your own spiritual life. It is we who lock God out of our lives. 

Therefore open your heart, train your heart to fill up with God ls presence and God's love. 

Be aware in each moment, no matter where you are or what you are doing, of the divine 

radiance within you and all about you. 

 

3. Train yourself to see the miracle of each days arrival and departure. Celebrate the  two 

sacred times of day, dawn and dusk, with prayer. 

 

4. If your life is too complicated or too fast-paced to remain aware, work to live more simply 

and more slowly. Keep Shabbat as a time to slow down, live in harmony with nature, and 

reflect. But make room for that Shabbat consciousness to enter your weekday world as 

well. Slow down. 

 

5. Live the rhythm of the sacred calendar: Shabbat, holidays, seasons, as rich with traditional 

forms or as simply as your spirit desires. Remember that it is you who have to fill those 

forms with God’s presence. It is the joy of your spirit that brings them to life! 

 

6. Study Torah every day. Choose those texts, methods of learning, classes, and study partners 

that make the experience of learning challenging and exciting. If Torah learning is dull, 

you’re doing something wrong. If it is exciting to you, teach others. 

 

7. Share with others the fullness of spirit that flows from your religious life. Give to others 

beyond measure, just as no one has measured the great gifts you receive. Give of 

yourself: give time, not just money; give directly, not just impersonally. Above all, give 

love. 
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8. Live in community with those who most closely share your path, but live in genuine 

openness to learning from others who do not. In choosing your life-partner and friends, 

try to find those who will be open to and encourage your quest. Make space for spiritual 

awareness in your marriage or partnership. Talk about the holiness of your love, seeing it 

as a part of your love of God. 

 

9. Recognize every person as the image of God. Work to see the divine image especially in 

those who themselves seem oblivious to it. Seek out the divinity in those who annoy, 

anger, or frustrate you. Hope to find and uplift sparks of holy light, even where it seems 

hardest Do all the work that is needed to help others to discover the image of God within 

themselves. 

 

10. Learn to recognize evil, usually a creation of frightened, selfish or otherwise distorted 

human hearts. Always try to transform it, but be ready to confront it and to battle it with 

courage when there is no other choice. 

 

11. Love the Jewish people, the root from which you are drawn. Work to improve the quality 

of Jewish life, both in Israel, where Judaism is most fully lived and tested in our day, 

and wherever you are. Contribute to the growth of Jewish life spiritually, intellectually, 

culturally, emotionally, in whatever way you can. Be part of the great healing process 

within the Jewish people, the repair of feelings and attitudes created by centuries of 

persecution and by the terrible holocaust of the past century, a healing that is not yet 

completed. 

 

12. Work toward the expansion of the sacred into new realms, the creation of new religious 

forms appropriate to our age. Treat Judaism as a growing, dynamic tradition, one that 

wants to creatively engage the future as much as it wants to preserve the legacy of the 

past. 

 

13. Share the witness of God's oneness with all who want to receive it.  Witness by public 

prayer, by teaching, but mostly by doing. Be willing to share in mutual witness with those 

of other faith-paths. Open your heart to be inspired by them, without losing confidence in 

the path that is your own. 
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14. Recognize once again that all of existence is divine. Devote yourself to the healthy 

preservation of life: your own, that of people around you, but also of all creatures on our 

much-threatened planet. Engage in the great collective mitzvah of our time, that of 

protecting this earth and its resources for generations that will come after us. Come to see 

humanity as part of the greater chorus of all creatures, each one an embodiment of divinity 

and a vital singer in life's great complex, painful, but ultimately joyous and triumphant 

song: Halleluyah! 
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Tzedakah: The Root of Life 

 

 

Tzedakah is the root of life.  

When you give to others,  

you raise the sparks from their broken state,  

and you elevate your own soul.  

 

The word tzedakah [charity] contains within it  

the word tzedek [righteousness].  

 

In acting as a tzaddik [righteous person],  

you become a holy spark of the Cosmic Tzaddik  

and you help elevate Tzedek from poverty and exile.  

 

Enough said.  

 

Here is the idea:  

 

By carrying out a holy deed or an act of life-sustaining charity,  

you redeem a spark from the evil forces,  

and thus increase your own holiness….  

 

Hanhagot Yesharot, R. Menahem Nahum of Chernobyl 18 

 

 

 

----------------------------- 

 

The Cosmic Tzaddik is the kabbalistic symbol for the male aspect of the Divine. As mentioned 

briefly in the note on “Arrogance Begets Anger,” one of the central goals of the mystics is to 

unite the male and female (Shekhinah, or Tzedek in this text) aspects of the Divine through our 

actions in the lower world. 

 

  

 
18 Or N. Rose, Ebn D. Leader. God in All Moments: Mystical & Practical Spiritual Wisdom from Hasidic Masters 

(Kindle Locations 983-992). Turner Publishing Company.  
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Azamra – Teshuvah 

 

Section 1 

Know, a person must judge everyone favorably (Avot 1:6). Even someone who is completely 

wicked, it is necessary to search and find in him some modicum of good; that in that little bit he 

is not wicked. And by finding in him a modicum of good and judging him favorably, one 

genuinely elevates him to the scale of merit and can bring him to repent. 

This is the aspect of “In yet a little bit the wicked man is not; you will reflect upon his place and 

he will not be there” (Psalms 37:10). That is, Scripture warns to judge everyone favorably. Even 

if you see that he is completely wicked, you must search and seek the little bit of good in him, 

wherein he is not wicked. This is: 

In yet a little bit the wicked man is not—You must seek the “yet a little bit” of good that he still 

has within him, because in that place he is not wicked. For although he is wicked, how is it 

possible that he does not still possess even a little bit of good? Is it possible that throughout his 

life he never once did some mitzvah or good deed? And by your finding in him yet a little bit of 

good wherein he is not wicked, and your judging him favorably, you genuinely elevate him from 

the scale of guilt to the scale of merit, until, as a result of this, he returns [to God] in repentance. 

Section 2 

Likewise, a person must find [some good point] within himself. It is known that a person must 

take care to be happy always and to keep very far away from depression {as has been explained 

in our works a number of times}. 

It may be that when he begins examining himself, he sees that he possesses no good whatsoever 

and is filled with sin, and that as a result the Evil One wants to push him into depression and 

sadness, God forbid. Even so, it is forbidden to fall on account of this. Rather, he must search 

until he finds in himself some little bit of good. For how is it possible that throughout his life he 

never once did some mitzvah or good deed? And even if when he begins examining this good 

thing he sees that it, too, is filled with flaws and contains no purity—i.e., he sees that the mitzvah 

or holy deed that he merited doing is itself comprised of impure motives, external thoughts and 

numerous faults—nevertheless, how is it possible that this mitzvah or holy deed contains not 

even a little bit of good? For in any case, despite this there must have been some good point in 

the mitzvah or good deed that he did19.   

 
19Likutai Moharan 282– Rabbi Nachman of Bratslav (1772-1810)
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Opening Your Eyes 

 

 

When the people of Israel crossed through the Red Sea, they witnessed a great miracle. Some say 

it was the greatest miracle that ever happened. On that day they saw a sight more awesome than 

all the visions of the prophets combined. The sea split and the waters stood like great walls, 

while Israel escaped to freedom on the distant shore. Awesome. But not for everyone.  

 

Two people, Reuven and Shimon, hurried along among the crowd crossing through the sea. They 

never once looked up. They noticed only that the ground under their feet was still a little 

muddy—like a beach at low tide.  

 

“Yucch!” said Reuven, “there’s mud all over this place!” 

 

“Blecch!” said Shimon, “I have muck all over my feet!”  

 

“This is terrible,” answered Reuven. “When we were slaves in Egypt, we had to make our bricks 

out of mud, just like this!”  

 

“Yeah,” said Shimon. “There’s no difference between being a slave in Egypt and being free 

here.” 

 

And so it went, Reuven and Shimon whining and complaining all the way to freedom. For them 

there was no miracle. Only mud. Their eyes were closed. They might as well have been asleep. 

(Exodus Rabbah 24:1)  

 

People see only what they understand, not necessarily what lies in front of them. For example, if 

you saw a television set, you would know what it was and how to operate it. But imagine 

someone who had never seen a television. To such a person it would be just a strange and useless 

box. Imagine being in a video store, filled with movies and stories and music, and not even 

knowing it. How sad when something is right before your eyes, but you are asleep to it. It is like 

that with our world too. Something like this once happened to Jacob, our father. He dreamed of a 

ladder joining heaven and earth. Upon it angels were climbing up and down. Then God appeared 

and talked to Jacob. When he awoke the next morning, Jacob said to himself, “Wow! God was in 

this very place all along, and I didn’t even know it!” (Genesis 28:16)  

 

Rabbi Shelomo Yitzchaki, who lived in France eight hundred years ago and whom we call Rashi 

(after the initials of his name), explained what Jacob meant: “If I had known that God would be 

here, then I wouldn’t have gone to sleep!”  
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To be a Jew means to wake up and to keep your eyes open to the many beautiful, mysterious, 

and holy things that happen all around us every day. Many of them are like little miracles: when 

we wake up and see the morning light, when we taste food and grow strong, when we learn from 

others and grow wise, when we hug the people we love and feel warm, when we help those 

around us and feel good. All these and more are there for us every day, but we must open our 

eyes to see them; otherwise we will be like Reuven and Shimon, able to see only mud. 

 

Suppose, right now, your eyes are closed. How do you wake up20? 

 

  

 
20 Kushner, Rabbi Lawrence. The Book of Miracles: A Young Person's Guide to Jewish Spiritual Awareness . 

Turner Publishing Company. 
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The Song of Songs 

 

THERE IS one who sings the song of his soul, discovering in his soul everything—utter spiritual 

fulfillment.  

There is one who sings the song of his people. Emerging from the private circle of his soul—not 

expansive enough, not yet tranquil—he strives for fierce heights, clinging to the entire 

community of Israel in tender love. Together with her, he sings her song, feels her anguish, 

delights in her hopes. He conceives profound insights into her past and her future, deftly probing 

the inwardness of her spirit with the wisdom of love.  

Then there is one whose soul expands until it extends beyond the border of Israel, singing the 

song of humanity. In the glory of the entire human race, in the glory of the human form, his spirit 

spreads, aspiring to the goal of humankind, envisioning its consummation. From this spring of 

life, he draws all his deepest reflections, his searching, striving, and vision.  

Then there is one who expands even further until he unites with all of existence, with all 

creatures, with all worlds, singing a song with them all. There is one who ascends with all these 

songs in unison—the song of the soul, the song of the nation, the song of humanity, the song of 

the cosmos—resounding together, blending in harmony, circulating the sap of life, the sound of 

holy joy21. 

 

 

Melody within Melody: Songs of the Soul 

Eureka Morrison 

  

 
21 Abraham Isaac Kook (twentieth century), Orot ha-Qodesh. 2:444–45. Matt, Daniel C.. The Essential Kabbalah: The Heart of 

Jewish Mysticism. HarperCollins.  
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Appendix 1: The Evolution of the Sefirot22 

 

Ein Sof causes Wisdom (Chochmah) to emerge. 

“But wisdom, where shall it be found?” Job 28:12 

ִתָמֵצא ְוַהָחְכָמה, ֵמַאִין   

 

Chochmah is also called Beginning (Raysheet) 

 

“The fear of the LORD is the beginning of wisdom.”  Psalm 111:10  

  ֵראִשית ָחְכָמה, ִיְרַאת ְיהָוה 

 God (Elohim) is called Binah 

“In the beginning God created the heaven and the earth.” Genesis 1:1 

ִהים, ֵאת ַהָשַמִים, ְוֵאת ָהָאֶרץָבָרא ֱאֹל ְבֵראִשית,  

By means ( ְב with) Raysheet ( = Chomah) _______ Ein Sof creates Elohim (Binah) 

 

Elohim created the six (sheet/ shesh ִשית  ) lower sefirot 

In the beginning ִשית + ְבֵרא  =   ְבֵראִשית   

 

 
22 Lecture Handout by Daniel C.Matt 
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Jewish Spirituality and Meditation Reading List 

 

The classic work, Wisdom of Our Ancestors, says, “Get yourself a teacher, acquire a friend to study 

with you, and when you judge people view them with the attribute of compassion."  Jewish 

mysticism is a practice that was taught from master to disciple for hundreds of years.  In Judaism, 

the interpersonal dynamic of learning is essential for incorporating religious practice into a 

person’s life. The reading list presents works of some of the contemporary writers about Jewish 

spirituality.  They offer the authors’ interpretations and can provide an introduction to spirituality.  

Jewish religious life is most fully learned by study with others and regular observance as part of a 

community. 

 

Centers for Spiritual Growth 

 

Institute for Jewish Spirituality (IJS). IJS was founded over 20 years ago. The institute brings 

together meditation, texts from Jewish mysticism, yoga, development of ethical attributes 

(middot), and singing to help people enrich their lives through spirituality. Rabbi Crystal was in 

the first cohort of rabbis to train with IJS. 

 

IJS offers a wide range of in-person and online programs for beginners and experiences learners. 

The website is www. https://www.jewishspirituality.org/. The tabs “Getting Started”, and 

“Retreats/Programs” have information about current and future events. 

 

The Mussar Institute. Mussar is a practice of spiritual growth by develop ethical attributes. The 

institute offers online and in person programs. The programs can be found on tab “Lead and Lead” 

on the website. The website is www. https://mussarinstitute.org/ 

 

Books and Tapes 

 

Diane Bloomfield.  Diane Bloomfield is the creator of Torah Yoga and teaches it throughout North 

America, Israel, and Western Europe. 

 

• *Torah Yoga: Experiencing Jewish Wisdom Through Classic Postures 

 

Sylvia Boorstein.  Sylvia Boorstein is a co-founding teacher at Spirit Rock Meditation Center in 

Woodacre, California and a senior teacher at the Insight Meditation Center in Barre, 

Massachusetts.  She has been one of the leading teachers to bring mindfulness meditation to the 

Jewish community. 

 

• That’s Funny, You Don’t Look Buddhist: On Being a Faithful Jew and Passionate 

Buddhist. 

https://www.jewishspirituality.org/
https://mussarinstitute.org/
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• Happiness Is an Inside Job: Practicing for a Joyful Life  

• (Audio Tape).  The Courage to Be Happy 

 

Ruth Brin.  Ruth Brin has modernized traditional Jewish prayers and texts and offers new 

interpretive readings of readings and original poetry which reflects her religious experience. 

 

• *Harvest: Collected Poems and Prayers by Ruth F. Brin 

 

Mark Elber.  Mark Elber is a wonderful man and exceptionally knowledgeable teacher. 

 

• *The Everything Kabbalah Book: Explore This Mystical Tradition--From Ancient Rituals 

to Modern Day Practices (Everything: Philosophy and Spirituality) 

 

Arthur Green.  Rabbi Green currently leads the Rabbinic School at Boston Hebrew College.  He 

taught at Brandeis University and was the Dean of the Reconstructionist Rabbinical College.  

Rabbi Green’s works are written in a manner which is accessible for popular readers and excellent 

for serious learners. 

 

• *Judaism for the World: Reflections on God, Life, and Love  

• Radical Judaism: Rethinking God and Tradition 

• These Are the Words: A Vocabulary of Jewish Spiritual Life, Second Edition  

• Judaism's Ten Best Ideas: A Brief Guide for Seekers  

• *Ehyeh: A Kabbalah for Tomorrow 

• Seek My Face: A Jewish Mystical Theology 

 

Rabbi Tirzah Firestone.  Rabbi Firestone was ordained through the Jewish Renewal Movements.  

She is a Jungian therapist.  Rabbi Firestone was raised in an Orthodox home and has studied 

various religious traditions. 

 

• *Wounds into Wisdom: Healing Intergenerational Jewish Trauma  

• The Receiving: Reclaiming Jewish Women's Wisdom  

• With Roots in Heaven: One Woman's Passionate Journey into the Heart of Her Faith 

 

  

http://www.amazon.com/Everything-Kabbalah-Book-Tradition-Spirituality/dp/1593375468/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1288446852&sr=8-1
http://www.amazon.com/Everything-Kabbalah-Book-Tradition-Spirituality/dp/1593375468/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1288446852&sr=8-1
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Rabbi Karyn Kedar.  Rabbi Kedar is one of the most interesting writers about spirituality in the 

Reform movement today.  Her first book is: 

 

• *Amen: Seeking Presence with Prayer, Poetry, and Mindfulness Practice 

• *Omer: A Counting 

• *The Bridge to Forgiveness: Stories and Prayers for Finding God and Restoring 

Wholeness 

• *God Whispers: Stories of the Soul, Lessons of the Heart 

 

Lawrence Kushner.  Rabbi Kushner is a Reform abbi. He was one of the first people to write about 

mysticism and spirituality for the general Jewish community.  

 

• *Honey from the Rock: An Introduction to Jewish Mysticism.  (One of Rabbi Kushner’s 

first books.  It is a classic for modern seekers.) 

• God Was in This Place & I, I Did Not Know: Finding Self, Spirituality and Ultimate 

Meaning 25th Anniversary Edition 

• Invisible Lines of Connection: Sacred Stories of the Ordinary.  

• Eyes Remade for Wonder: A Lawrence Kushner Reader 

 

• YouTube Lecuture. “Sacred Practice: Kabbalah Practive with Rabbi Lawrene Kushner.” 

This is a great introduction to Rabbi Kushner. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0NmRaiU8Z48 

 

Naomi Levy.  Rabbi Levy was in the first class of women admitted to the Jewish Theological 

Seminary. 

 

• *Talking to God: Personal Prayers for Times of Joy, Sadness, Struggle, and Celebration. 

• To Begin Again: The Journey Toward Comfort, Strength, and Faith in Difficult Times 

 

Daniel Matt, PhD. Daniel Matt wrote a modern translation of the Zohar. The Zohar first appeared 

in Spain in the 13th century. It is the most important work of Jewish mysticism. The project took 

18 years. He offers a weekly online Zohar class. 

 

• *Zohar: Annotated & Explained (This is a simple introduction) 

• The Essential Kabbalah: The Heart of Jewish Mysticism. (This is an anthology of Jewish 

mystical sources. It would be very difficult to read without a teacher). 

• The Zohar: Pritzker Edition. This is the new translation. Dr Matt wrote the translation of 

the major part of the work and other scholars translated the minor tractates. 

• YouTube. Zohar & Kabbalah. This is an introductory lecture by Dr. Matt. You can find 

other lectures on YouTube. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OAkCeMZk-Pw 
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Goldie Milgram.  Rabbi Milgram is founder and executive director of Reclaiming Judaism.org.  

She has taught at Esalan, Elat Chayyim, Princeton University and Bard College.  She was Dean at 

the Academy of Judaism. 

 

• *Reclaiming Judaism as a Spiritual Practice:  Holy Days and Shabbat 

 

Alan Morinis. Alan is the founder of the Mussar Institute. Mussar is a practical of growth based 

on developing on ethic attributes: 

 

• *Everyday Holiness: The Jewish Spiritual Path of Mussar 

• Every Day, Holy Day: 365 Days of Teachings and Practices from the Jewish Tradition of 

Mussar 

• With Heart in Mind: Mussar Teachings to Transform Your Life 

 

Shelia Peltz Weinberg. Shelia was a senior program director of the Institute for Jewish 

Spirituality 

• *God Loves the Stranger: Stories, Poems, Prayers 

 

Or Rose.  Rabbi Or Rose is the Co- Director, with Ebn D. Leder, of the beit midrash, (house of 

study) of the new Rabbinical School at Boston Hebrew College. 

 

• God in All Moments: Mystical & Practical Spiritual Wisdom from Hasidic Masters.  

(Edited and translated by Or Rose with Ebn D. Leder). 

 

Zalman Schachter-Shalomi.  Reb Zalman is the founder of the Jewish Renewal movement.  He 

was born in Europe, ordained as a Chabad Rabbi and teaches at a Buddist University.  I have not 

read the books below, but his work is interesting.  Books: 

 

• Rabbi Zalman Schachter-Shalomi: Essential Teachings 

• First Steps to a New Jewish Spirit: Reb Zalman's Guide to Recapturing the Intimacy and 

Ecstasy in your Relationship with God 

• *From Age-ing to Sage-Ing: A Profound Vision of Growing Older 
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Rami Shapiro. Rabbi Rami Shapiro, PhD has written over thirty–six books on religion, spirituality, 

and recovery. His works offer modern interpretations of prayer and contemporary life. He brings 

Hasidic sources to the modern reader. 

 

• *Accidental Grace: Poetry, Prayers, and Psalms 

• The Sacred Art of Lovingkindness: Preparing to Practice (The Art of Spiritual Living) 

• Perennial Wisdom for the Spiritually Independent: Sacred Teachings ― Annotated & 

Explained  

• The Divine Feminine in Biblical Wisdom Literature: Selections Annotated & Explained  

 

Danny Siegel.  Danny Siegel is one of the leading teachers about Tsedakah in the Jewish 

community.  As chairman of the Ziv Tzedakah Fund, which he founded he has collected over $2 

million for grassroots community projects worldwide.  He is also a modern Jewish poet. 

 

• A Hearing Heart: Poems by Danny Siegel 

• Good People 

• Mitzvah Magic: What Kids Can Do to Change to World 

 

Jonathan Slater.  Rabbi Slater is Co-Director of Programs of The Institute for Jewish Spirituality.  

His work provides an excellent introduction to the practice of mindfulness in Judaism. 

 

• Mindful Jewish Living: Compassionate Practice. 

 

Alden Solovy. Alden Solovy is a modern Jewish poet. He offers prayers based on the liturgy, 

Torah, contemporary events, and life experience: 

 

• *This Grateful Heart: Psalms and Prayers for a New Day 

• This Precious Life: Encountering the Divine with Poetry and Prayer 

• Jewish Prayers of Hope and Healing 

• This Joyous Soul: A New Voice for Ancient Yearnings 

 

Michael Strassfeld.  Michael was one of the pioneers of the Chavurah movement.  He raised in 

the Orthodox community, ordained as a Reconstructionist Rabbi, and studied mediation.  He has 

written many books is most recent is: 

 

• *A Book of Life: Embracing Judaism as a Spiritual Practice 

https://www.amazon.com/Sacred-Art-Lovingkindness-Preparing-Spiritual/dp/1594731519/ref=sr_1_4?dchild=1&keywords=rami+shapiro&qid=1605806936&s=books&sr=1-4
https://www.amazon.com/Perennial-Wisdom-Spiritually-Independent-Teachings_Annotated/dp/1594735158/ref=sr_1_5?dchild=1&keywords=rami+shapiro&qid=1605806936&s=books&sr=1-5
https://www.amazon.com/Perennial-Wisdom-Spiritually-Independent-Teachings_Annotated/dp/1594735158/ref=sr_1_5?dchild=1&keywords=rami+shapiro&qid=1605806936&s=books&sr=1-5
https://www.amazon.com/Divine-Feminine-Biblical-Wisdom-Literature/dp/1594731098/ref=sr_1_11?dchild=1&keywords=rami+shapiro&qid=1605806936&s=books&sr=1-11

